Robust Adaptive Embedded Label Propagation With Weight Learning for Inductive Classification.
We propose a robust inductive semi-supervised label prediction model over the embedded representation, termed adaptive embedded label propagation with weight learning (AELP-WL), for classification. AELP-WL offers several properties. First, our method seamlessly integrates the robust adaptive embedded label propagation with adaptive weight learning into a unified framework. By minimizing the reconstruction errors over embedded features and embedded soft labels jointly, our AELP-WL can explicitly ensure the learned weights to be joint optimal for representation and classification, which differs from most existing LP models that perform weight learning separately by an independent step before label prediction. Second, existing models usually precalculate the weights over the original samples that may contain unfavorable features and noise decreasing performance. To this end, our model adds a constraint that decomposes original data into a sparse component encoding embedded noise-removed sparse representations of samples and a sparse error part fitting noise, and then performs the adaptive weight learning over the embedded sparse representations. Third, our AELP-WL computes the projected soft labels by trading-off the manifold smoothness and label fitness errors over the adaptive weights and the embedded representations for enhancing the label estimation power. By including a regressive label approximation error for simultaneous minimization to correlate sample features with the embedded soft labels, the out-of-sample issue is naturally solved. By minimizing the reconstruction errors over features and embedded soft labels, classification error and label approximation error jointly, state-of-the-art results are delivered.